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Need: The Automated Analysis of Constructed Response (AACR) project seeks to develop a community of faculty who use evidence based practices to improve instruction by presenting faculty with novel assessment platforms for written assessment. Written assessments provide faculty in-depth evidence of student learning as they allow faculty to gather student understanding in students’ own words. However, written assessments are used infrequently in undergraduate biology courses, particularly courses with high student enrollment, because of the time and effort necessary to read and provide feedback.

Goals: The primary AACR goals are to (1) provide the means for faculty to gather evidence on student learning using formative written assessments and computerized analysis tools and (2) facilitate widespread use of these written assessments. The goal of the question development group within AACR is twofold 1) to develop a suite of formative written assessments in biology, chemistry and statistics that uncover student conceptual difficulties and 2) develop text analysis and machine learning models that automatically analyze student writing, providing faculty with immediate feedback.

Approach: Our approach is to use pre-existing concept inventories, the science education literature, and interviews with faculty to identify areas of biology, chemistry and statistics where students have persistent conceptual difficulties. We then develop questions that target these conceptual difficulties. Questions are refined based on input from faculty and data from student interviews. Questions are piloted and revised, so answers can be analyzed by computers. After we have developed a question, we use two approaches to analyze student answers: text analysis and machine learning.

1 Co-authors are listed in alphabetic order after the first author
Both methods identify and extract words and phrases from student writing that are used to build models of human scoring. The models classify the key concepts or correctness of a response and do so in high agreement with human scoring. Finally, models are piloted in the classrooms of members of our faculty learning communities at six different institutions.

**Outcomes:** We have developed 53 questions in biology, chemistry, chemical engineering, and statistics. We have collected responses from 7854 students and provided 123 reports to faculty. We have also improved our process of question development through the use of clustering and multinomial logistic regression analyses. We also have created more interactive and user friendly feedback reports for faculty.

**Broader Impacts:** Currently 31 faculty are using AACR assessments and participating in our faculty learning communities. We have also recruited 12 new faculty members across our institutions to join our FLCs and use AACR assessments and resources. Additionally, we have expanded to collaborate with faculty in physics at Michigan State University and Stony Brook University and statistics at Grand Valley State University. To date, we have disseminated our findings through 37 presentations and 12 journal articles. AACR products are currently available to faculty via 2 websites.

**Introduction**

Recent evaluations of undergraduate STEM education have identified a need for appropriate assessment tools \(^1,2\). In biology education for example, there has been an increased development of concept inventories in response to these reports, yet there is still a need for formative assessments, assessments that can be used during the learning process. Formative assessments allow researchers to identify critical stages during learning, and allow instructors to assess student thinking and give students appropriate feedback \(^3\).

As students progress from novice to more expert thinking about science, their mental models change. During the learning process students tend to hold mixed mental models; that is, they have both scientific and informal or incorrect ideas about scientific concepts \(^4,5\). Therefore student understanding at this stage contains a mix of correct and incorrect ideas. Forced-selection options such as multiple choice assessment, often limit students to selecting one answer and may not reflect the variety of ideas that students hold. Written responses also allow students to demonstrate their thinking in their own words, thus giving them the opportunity to share both correct and incorrect ideas that they hold.

Despite this advantage of written assessments, they are not commonly used in the classroom because of the time and effort required to read them and provide feedback.
This is particularly true for large undergraduate science classrooms. Our objectives are 1) to develop a suite of formative written assessments in biology, chemistry and statistics that uncover student conceptual difficulties and 2) develop text analysis and machine learning models that automatically analyze student writing, providing faculty with immediate feedback.

We are harnessing advancements in text analysis and machine learning technologies to analyze student writing about science concepts. We use an iterative approach to develop scoring models for a variety of questions in biology, chemistry, chemical engineering and statistics. This approach, the Question Development Cycle, is represented in Figure 1. Below we describe the development of the written assessments, our text analysis and machine learning approaches, and key outcomes to date.

Figure 1. The Question Development Cycle represents the iterative process of question and predictive model development.

Development of question prompts for written assessments

In our question development stage, we identify foundational or challenging topics based on findings from concept inventories, the science education literature, and input from instructors. For example, we identified genetics concepts that were both foundational and challenging students using the Genetics Concept Assessment 6 as well as literature on persistent difficulties students have 7. We create open ended questions based on these concepts. Questions are reviewed by faculty for content and clarity. We also use semi
structured interviews with students to determine whether students interpret questions in
the manner intended. Once questions meet these criteria, we administer the question to
students via their online homework management system. Students respond to the
questions online and their responses are downloaded for human coding, text analysis
and machine scoring.

Lexical Resource Development for Text Analysis

The AACR project uses two approaches for automated-analysis of student writing, text
analysis and machine learning. For text analysis, we use SPSS Text Analysis for Surveys
and SPSS Modeler to identify and extract words and phrases in student writing. We
developed libraries- suites of relevant terms in biology, chemistry, and statistics- that the
software can use to recognize the words in student writing. These words and phrases
are assigned to categories. Each category represents one homogeneous idea. Each
response can be assigned to zero to multiple categories, based on the words in the
response. The categories are used for subsequent statistical analysis such as clustering
(exploratory analysis) or regression analysis (confirmatory analysis).

Rubric Development and Human Coding

Student responses are also scored by disciplinary experts (faculty and postdocs) using
holistic or analytic rubrics. Holistic rubrics assess the overall correctness of student
responses. For example, responses may be ranked correct, partially correct or incorrect
based on their content. Alternatively analytic rubrics identify the presence or absence of
a concept. Thus, while using an analytic rubric, a response may be coded as having one
idea present and another idea absent. Two or more experts are trained on the rubric until
agreement is acceptable 6 (Cohen’s Kappa > 0.8).

We have also used the results from cluster analyses of the text analysis categories to
inform our rubric. Cluster analyses identify responses with similar themes. We have used
these themes as criteria in our rubric development.

Confirmatory analysis

Confirmatory analysis using text analysis requires an additional step, typically regression
analysis. We have used logistic regression analyses in which our text analysis categories
are the binary independent variables and our human coding is our dependent variable.

An alternative approach to confirmatory automated analysis is machine learning. Machine
learning uses algorithms to identify patterns in student writing that are aligned with human
scoring. These patterns are used to build scoring models that can automatically score
future responses. We used the LightSide program developed by Carnegie Mellon to build predictive models of human scoring. Machine learning is similar to text analysis in its extraction of words and phrases (n-grams) from student responses. However, unlike text analysis, machine learning does not require category formation.

In our confirmatory analysis, our goal is to obtain human-computer agreement similar to human-human agreement.

Outcomes

Biology
To date we have developed a suite of biology questions that explore a range of topics including genetics, ecology, evolution and photosynthesis. Using these questions and scoring models, we have identified student conceptual difficulties in biology, explored how question structure elicits student understanding, and explored the use of analytic and holistic rubric for automated scoring. Our questions and scoring models are being used by 31 biology faculty at six institutions. These faculty administer the questions and receive feedback reports detailing their class outcomes. At each institution, the faculty form faculty learning communities to discuss the implementation of the questions, their student outcomes and how these can be used to inform their teaching. For additional information on the organization of and outcomes from these faculty learning communities at these institutions see the papers A Community of Enhanced Assessment Facilitates Reformed Teaching and Expanding a National Network for Automated Analysis of Constructed Response Assessments to Reveal Student Thinking in STEM.

Chemistry
Within chemistry, four questions and their scoring rubrics have been developed.

Statistics
Research in statistics education has focused on creation of analytic models of students’ interpretation of histograms. Two questions and scoring models have been developed, along with faculty feedback reports for these questions.

Chemical engineering
Our chemical engineering group has developed six questions about thermodynamics. Questions have been revised based on input from faculty at four institutions and from student interviews. Text analysis libraries and categories are currently under development for this suite of questions.
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